Except for improved choices for the van der Waals damping constants, and for kinematical parameters of the atmosphere, the spectral synthesis procedure employed is essentially that given by Ross et al. (2, 3) . Instead of working with the equivalent width of the line (essentially the energy which the line removes from the continuous spectrum-expressed in equivalent angstrom units of the intensity thereof), you attempt to reproduce the observed intensity distribution IX (0,0) at the center of the disk over a wavelength region sufficient to include all perturbers of the line in question. At the outset it is necessary to adopt a basic model atmosphere which expresses the dependence of temperature (or alternately 0 = 5040/T), the gas pressure Pg. the electron pressure Pe, and the continuous absorption coefficients KO, at 
Xo as functions of the optical depth, To, defined for Xo. Table  1 gives the model atmosphere adopted by Ross . It differs only slightly from the Harvard Smithsonian Reference Atmosphere (4) but seems to give a better representation of the solar limb darkening at X 4000 A, X 5000 A, and X 6000 A. Slight changes in the adopted model atmosphere will affect the derived abundance of platinum by only a small amount. In addition it is necessary to specify the kinematical properties of the atmosphere, specifically the "microturbulent" 4193 and "macroturbulent" velocities 4 and ,. We usually assume local thermodynamic equilibrium so that the populations of the levels can be calculated from the Saha and Boltzmann equations. The remaining adjustable parameters are log gfA and rTon (the damping constant for collisional broadening by encounters between the radiating atom and hydrogen atoms). The other chief sources of intrinsic line broadening, radiation damping, and quadratic Stark effect can be calculated with sufficient accuracy by straightforward procedures (see e. g., ref 5) . By fitting the line spectrum one obtains not the abundance A, but rather the product of the statistical weight g, the oscillator strength f, and the abundance A. Since g is known, we can find log A, only if log gf is known by laboratory experiment or calculation. One advantage of the spectrum synthesis procedure is that one can fix the product log gfA for each line to an accuracy in the neighborhood of b0.1; the procedure need not be repeated if a new f-value is selected. The abundance A is defined by log A = log N(element)/N(H) + 12.00. One difficulty with the analysis is that the traditional sources of solar atmospheric opacity, such as the negative hydrogen ion and continuous absorption by abundant met- 3  5  3  3  5  5  3  6  3  3  2  6  3  3  2  3  3  3  4  3  3  3  5  2  2  2  3  2  1  3  4  7  6  5  3 We plot the residual intensity in the solar spectrum at the center of the disk against wavelength. The continuous curve indicates the observed intensity; the computed points are represented by the dots. The arrow indicates the position of the platinum line. Other features may be identified by referring to Table 2. als, etc., do not suffice to account for the strong ultraviolet absorption. To account for the emergent solar flux in this spectral region an additional opacity must be postulated. One suggestion was that overlapping wings of absorption lines produced a pressure-dependent opacity (6). Ross contrived such an empirical opacity in the following manner. Introduce two fictitious, strong iron lines, each X 100 A on either side of the region of interest, whose intensities are adjusted such that their overlapping wings in the spectral region concerned provide just the amount of additional opacity to represent the emergent solar flux, as observed by Houtgast (7). The justification for such a pressure-dependent opacity source is provided by limb darkening measurements in this region, since the ratio of the monochromatic surface brightness for any point on the disk to that at the center depends not only on T(To), but also on KX(TO) where KX is the continuous absorption coefficient at X.
Detailed fitting of line profiles showed that t = 1.0 kin/ sec and Z = 2.0 km/sec gave a satisfactory representation for the X 3065 A region, but the macroturbulent velocity s had to be increased to 2.2 km/sec to fit the X 2998 A features. For the X 3302 A region, t = 0.8 km/sec and X = 2.5 km/sec gave the best fit. Such variations would suggest that both t and so vary with depth in the sun's atmosphere as many workers have suggested, and we may be looking to different effective depths in different spectral regions; further examination of this point, however, requires centerlimb observations that are not yet available. We simulate the influence of hyperfine structure for the platinum lines by adjusting the van der Waals damping constant. See Fig. 1 for representation of region of X 2998 Ae. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 give details of the synthesis for the individual spectral regions. The first column lists the wavelength; the second, the element; the third, the excitation potential of the lower level in electron volts; the fourth, the ratio of the adopted collisional damping constant to that calculated by the traditional van der Waals formula (8) . In each spectral region many lines are not identified; some must arise from high levels of metals, others from molecular fragments. We have represented such features by treating them as though they were iron lines; hence they are denoted by (Fe). Center-limb comparisons would help here to distingulish between metallic and molecular lines, pending definitive identifications. An increase in the damping constant by Table 5 the first column gives the wavelengths of the PtI lines, the second column gives the ratio of the adopted collisional damping constant to that computed by the conventional method (8) , the third column gives log gfA, which should be good to better than :0.10, the fourth column gives log gf from Corliss and Bozman, and the fifth column gives the resultant log A (Pt). Absolute errors are hard to assign. Independent log gf measurements are very much desired since it is very difficult to assess systematic and accidental errors in the determination by Corliss Cameron (12) quotes N(Pt)/N(Si) = 1.4 X 10-6. Solar abundances are necessarily normalized to hydrogen since hydrogen produced the bulk of the continuous opacity, i.e., we compare essentially the product of the number of atoms of a given element (from which can be reckoned the line absorption coefficient per gram of solar mate- 
